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Use and interpretation of seasonal prediction ensembles

Aim: provide additional guidance in preparation of the operational forecast bulletin on 
possible outcomes of the upcoming season.

 

Method: hierarchical clustering of T2m anomalies based on dissimilarity between 
spatial maps of ensemble members

(contact: Damien Specq, CNRM)



Illustration: January start for FMA forecast with MF System 8: 2 scenarios (37 members, 14 
members)

Use and interpretation of seasonal prediction ensembles

Composites for temperature (left) and precipitation (right) 
anomalies of 2 scenarios derived from clustering of the MF 
System 8 ensemble forecast for FMA (Jan. init)

Corresponding circulation patterns for each scenario



Use and interpretation of seasonal prediction ensembles

Extending the approach to a multi-system framework using 
the C3S seasonal predictions

77 % of members belong 
to this cluster

23 % have a cooler 
signal over most of 
Europe → « Minority 
Report »?



Flow-dependent cross-timescale 
scenarios

See more about this system here:
https://iri.columbia.edu/s2s-water-workshop-2022/#agenda 

Muñoz et al (in prep)

West Coast RidgePacific RidgeGreenland HighPacific Trough

https://iri.columbia.edu/s2s-water-workshop-2022/#agenda
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Infant Acute Undernutrition
* The NextGenNut system was co-
developed with the Secretariat 
for Food Security and 
Nutrition of Guatemala 
(SESAN)

* Predictions based on climate 
and socio-economic patterns

* It allows for visualization of 
historical cases per department, 
and monthly predictions (values 
and probabilities) 4 months ahead 
of time

See more about this system here:
https://sesan.iri.columbia.edu 

González Romero et al., (2020, and in prep), White et al. 
(2022)

Number of 
cases of 
acute 
undernutritio
n

https://fist-shiny.iri.columbia.edu/NextGen/


Human migration
Human migration from Guatemala to the southern border of the US

See more about this system in our interactive 
website:
https://fist-shiny.iri.columbia.edu/NextGen/ 

* NextGenMig: 
based on 
climate and 
socio-economic 
patterns

* Number of 
migrants 
(apprehensions)

* Probability of 
exceeding 
thresholds of 
interest

Observed 
apprehensio
ns at the 
border

Expected 
(predicted) 
apprehensio
ns

Uncertainty 
envelope

Muñoz et al., 2019; Muñoz, González Romero et al., 
(in prep)

https://fist-shiny.iri.columbia.edu/NextGen/
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Human Health

See more about this system in our interactive 
website:
https://fist-shiny.iri.columbia.edu/NextGen/ 

Muñoz et al., 2017, 2018, 2020; Becker et al., 2022  

https://fist-shiny.iri.columbia.edu/NextGen/
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How does it work?

See more about this system here:
https://sesan.iri.columbia.edu 

González Romero et al., (2020, and in prep), White et al. (2022)

Hierarchical approach to select best models Forecast strategy

Month             Source of predictors

   +1          Obs (-4 months)
   +2          Obs (-3 months)
   +3          Obs (-2 months)
   +4          Obs (-1 months)
   +5          Obs (present month)
   +6          Fcst (+1 months)

Rainfall from the S2S RTP
Projected Ymaize, Bbeans
(persistence)

https://fist-shiny.iri.columbia.edu/NextGen/
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